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“Well-Bred and Well-Fed,” the Science Service
Covers Eugenics: 1924 to 1966

Susan E. Swanberg

School of Journalism, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA

Founded in 1921 by then-retired newspaper publisher, E.W. Scripps, Science
Service was established as an agency for the popularization of science. The ori-
ginal intent of Science Service was to publish its content in newspapers and
popular science periodicals. Eventually, however, the organization produced its
own popular publications, including the Science News-Letter (News-Letter).
Stories written by Science Service writers and occasional contributors appeared
in the News-Letter and were often re-published in the mainstream press. In spite
of its high aspirations, Science Service became a promoter of eugenics, likely
because E.W. Scripps himself believed in the protoscience. From the early-to-
mid 1920s until 1966, the News-Letter published articles endorsing the princi-
ples, values, and doctrines of eugenics. The goal of this case study is to explore
the previously unexamined role Science Service played in propagandizing (or at
least promoting) eugenics’ unscientific, nativist ideas about heredity in Science
Service publications and in the popular press.

Therefore, it should be society’s rule that no adult persons who, for any
reason, are suspected of being unable to be parents of sound and healthy
offspring should be allowed to be parents.

—E.W. Scripps1

The first quarter of the twentieth century was a period of considerable
change within American journalism as the occupation’s “loose-jointed”
ways became more professional, a canon of ethics was promulgated, and
the notion of objectivity was taking shape.2 Science journalism, or science
popularization as it was known, was also evolving.3 Then, as now, scien-
tists and science popularizers disagreed regarding how best to disseminate
science to the public. Journalists often found scientists aloof and their
journal articles impenetrable.4 Scientists frequently complained that
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journalists did not always explain scientific matters in the serious, precise
style scientists thought those matters deserved.5

Although the need for good writers who could engage the public with
accurate, accessible science was acknowledged by scientists and journalists
alike, there was much debate about how journalism should cover scien-
tific developments. In 1894, H.G. Wells, a science journalist and author
of science fiction classics, suggested that popularizers should model their
narratives after Poe’s “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” or Conan
Doyle’s “Sherlock Holmes” series because “… the public delights in the
ingenious unravelling of evidence.”6 On the other hand, one American
scientist noted that the “malodorous condition” of popular science had
been due, in part to the “fabricators, exaggerators, emotionalists, ignora-
muses, and exploiters” who occupied the field of science popularization.7

American science journalism was on the cusp of change, however, with
the potential to mend the rift between scientists and journalists while pro-
viding the public with accessible, accurate information about science. The
establishment of a “new agency for the popularization of science” helped
launch that change.8

In 1919 retired newspaper publisher, E.W. Scripps developed a pro-
spectus for “The American Society for the Dissemination of Science.”9

With the help of zoologist, W.E. Ritter, and input from magazine editor
and chemist, Edwin E. Slosson, Scripps established what would eventually
be called, Science Service.10 Scripps and his colleagues hoped that,
through its publications and activities, the agency would increase interest
in and improve the public understanding of science.11 At Scripps’ request,
Ritter recruited both scientists and journalists to join representatives of
the Scripps estate on the board of trustees. Ritter (a scientist) and Scripps
(a journalist/publisher) were themselves on the original board
of trustees.12

In a 1921 article published in Science, Slosson (the first director of
Science Service) wrote, “[i]n a democracy like ours it is particularly
important that the people as a whole should so far as possible understand
the aims and achievements of modern science.”13 Slosson also observed
that the success of democracy and the prosperity of the individual
depended upon “the ability of the people to distinguish between real sci-
ence and fake, between the genuine expert and the pretender” and that
the agency would not indulge in propaganda “unless it be propaganda to
urge the value of research and the usefulness of science.”14

Slosson’s words were in keeping with Scripps’ vision for Science
Service. In the ensuing years, however, Science Service did not always
uphold the values proclaimed by Scripps and Slosson, but all too fre-
quently indulged in advocacy for a cause or even propaganda.15 This case
study, which draws heavily on Science Service materials—particularly the
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Science News-Letter (News-Letter)—examines the previously unstudied
role the organization played in promoting eugenics’ unscientific, nativist
ideas about human heredity in Science Service publications and in the
popular press. In addition to examining the role Science Service played in
publicizing eugenics, this essay will also probe whether Science Service
and its journalists violated its own aspirational goals by engaging in advo-
cacy journalism or its more sinister counterpart, propaganda, on behalf of
the American eugenics movement.16

Although establishing the impact of Science Service’s eugenics
reporting is difficult from this temporal distance, there is considerable
evidence suggesting that the science news organization Scripps founded
and its publications were major influencers in the science journalism
landscape, particularly in the 1920s, 30s, and 40s when eugenics was a
popular movement in the US.17 This evidence will be presented as will
brief textual analyses of representative Science Service articles that
mark the rise and fall of the organization’s eugenics reporting between
1921 and 1966.

Why Studying Eugenics’ Hidden History Matters

In an age when accurate scientific information is more important than
ever, it is essential that we examine eugenics’ veiled past closely to avoid
repeating mistakes made by those who promulgated inhumane public pol-
icies based on the principles of eugenics. In order to learn from the diffi-
cult history of the American eugenics movement, however, one must
uncover and examine the movement’s chronicles.

Although many details pertaining to the American Eugenics movement
have been revealed in the past half-century, other aspects of the once-
popular belief system have remained obscure. Public historians, Ralph
Brave and Kathryn Sylva, suggested in 2007 that the lack of a collective
memory regarding the eugenics movement was the result of that history
having been hidden from view. “For most intents and purposes, and des-
pite sustained scholarship over the past two decades, the history of
American eugenics has been disappeared.”18

Brave and Sylva are not the only scholars who have made note of the
hidden history of the US Eugenics movement.19 In 2003, historian and
renowned eugenics scholar, Paul A. Lombardo, presented a lecture titled
“Eugenics: Lessons From a History Hiding in Plain Sight,” to the Senate
Select Committee on Genetics, Genetic Technologies and Public Policy of
the California Legislature.20 And in “The Public and Private History of
Eugenics: An Introduction,” Burke and Castaneda use the phrase
“profound amnesia” to characterize the public understanding of the his-
tory of eugenics.21
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Because much of the history of the US eugenics movement has
remained shrouded, it is not surprising that the extent to which eugenics
permeated a science news organization founded by E.W. Scripps has not
yet been explored.22 Scrutinizing the historical dissemination of eugenic
ideas and values published under the guise of science news provides
insights that are valuable today when “[t]he specter of eugenics hovers
over virtually all contemporary developments in human genetics.”23

The possibility that purportedly deleterious genes could be removed from
the human gene pool has been increased by advances in human biology and
medicine, prompting some of the same bioethical questions that were sparked
by the twentieth century eugenics movement. In his 2019 Jeremiah Metzger
Lecture, “A Brief History of eugenics in America: Implications for medicine
in the 21st century,” physician Allen M. Spiegel noted: “With the advent of
major advances in molecular and cellular biology that are already being
applied to clinical medicine in the 21st century, we have entered a new
eugenics era. It is critical that we learn the lessons of our earlier eugenics
movement if we are to avoid making the same flawed decisions now.”24

Spiegel’s concerns about a new eugenics era in the twenty-first century
are not hypothetical. Debates related to eugenics erupt regularly in the
media.25 For example, in 2019 conservative New York Times columnist,
Bret Stephens, himself the descendant of secular Jewish parents, wrote a
column titled “The Secrets of Jewish Genius.”26 In the unexpurgated
version of his commentary, Stephens cited an article on inheritance co-
authored by Henry Harpending, a known white nationalist and eugeni-
cist.27 Stephen’s commentary aroused considerable controversy which
contributed to the resignation of the editor who had hired him.28

In addition to offering “scientific racism” as an explanation for Jewish
intelligence, Harpending and his co-authors argued that the same selec-
tion pressures they say increased the frequency of high intelligence might
also have amplified the frequency of two clusters of Ashkenazi disease
genes.29 It should be noted that the journal in which the Harpending art-
icle was published, the Journal of Biosocial Science, was once titled the
Eugenics Review. The Eugenics Review was reformulated in 1968 and reti-
tled. At least one critic, however, has suggested that the Journal of
Biosocial Science is still a bastion of eugenic thought.30

Francis Galton and the Birth of Eugenics

Understanding the rise and fall of eugenics and trends in journalistic
coverage of the topic requires a brief explanation of Francis Galton’s pro-
posal that human heredity could be manipulated for the betterment of
humanity. Galton’s vision of eugenics was presented at a meeting before
the Sociological Society held at the School of Economics of London
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University on May 16, 1904. At this meeting biostatistician and Galton
associate, Karl Pearson, introduced Galton who read his manuscript
“Eugenics: Its Definition, Scope, and Aims.” The manuscript was pub-
lished later that year in the American Journal of Sociology.31

Galton wrote that the aim of eugenics was “to bring as many influences as
can be reasonably employed, to cause the useful classes in the community to
contribute more than their proportion [of ‘good’ qualities] to the next gener-
ation.”32 This would be accomplished, according to Galton, by disseminating
and promoting the laws of heredity “so far as they are surely known,” by
studying the rates at which classes of society contribute to the rise or decline
of that society and the circumstances under which large and thriving families
reproduce, by placing restrictions on marriage to prevent “unsuitable” mar-
riages, and by persistently promoting the national importance of eugenics
such that society “shall be represented by the fittest races.”33

It is important to understand that Galton was, primarily, a statistician,
not an experimental scientist. Much of his “research” was based on col-
lecting facts and numbers from questionable sources, sorting and analyz-
ing those facts and numbers, then drawing unsupported scientific
conclusions from this “data.”34 Galton focused on positive eugenics,
which encouraged the increase of so-called “desirable traits.” Eugenicists
who followed Galton, including many American advocates of eugenics,
proposed the elimination of deleterious traits using negative eugenics—
repressive methods such as forced birth control, sterilization, or other
unethical approaches to eliminate individuals with “undesirable traits.”
Many of the “traits” eugenicists wanted to eliminate were subjective char-
acteristics of unknown genetic (or environmental) etiology—such as crim-
inality, “feeblemindedness,” and “shiftlessness.”35

It has been said that eugenics never evolved into a mature science but
was merely a protoscience in search of vindicating data.36 One of the most
profound scientific deficiencies central to eugenics—that multifaceted and
often subjective human behavioral traits were governed by simple
Mendelian genetic principles—was eradicated from the study of heredity as
it matured into the science of genetics, but not before an American eugeni-
cist, Charles B. Davenport, his assistant, Henry Laughlin, and a corps of
technicians attempted to map complex “traits” like “feeblemindedness” onto
family trees constructed from answers to questionnaires, fieldworker studies,
and records garnered from public institutions, as well as from hearsay and
rumor about long-dead individuals whose traits were under investigation.37

The Rise of Eugenics in Twentieth-Century America

Between 1890 and 1920, economic growth in the US had drawn millions
of immigrants looking for a better life.38 This influx of humanity
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prompted concerns that “dilution” of the preferred “biological stock” by
the new immigrants would cause a moral and intellectual decline within
the previously established US populace. Eugenics soon gained a foothold
in the US, finding fertile ground at a time when many Americans who
had achieved economic success, status, and power were questioning the
wisdom of allowing immigrants and those deemed biologically “unfit” to
“weaken” the country’s white, primarily Western European “race.”39

Eugenics’ flawed principles of human heredity and unscientific con-
cepts of “race” would be used in the US to justify sterilization of those
deemed unfit and passage of laws restricting immigration by certain
groups of people. The result was, what Thomas C. Leonard called, “a
crude eugenic sorting of groups into deserving and undeserving classes”
that informed many economic and social policies during the Progressive
Era.40 “For a time,” noted Leonard, eugenics was “popular, respectable,
and widespread.”41

That eugenics was able to develop a following so quickly in the United
States was in part due to Davenport’s successful efforts to obtain financ-
ing for a eugenics research organization from several of the most highly-
regarded American philanthropists and philanthropic institutions of the
early twentieth century—including Mary Harriman (the widow of railroad
executive, Edward Henry Harriman), the Carnegie Institution, and John
D. Rockefeller Jr.42

In 1910, with funds he obtained from Mary Harriman, Davenport
established the Eugenics Record Office (ERO) at Cold Spring Harbor in
Long Island, New York. Davenport, who had graduated from Harvard in
1892 with a Ph.D., hired Harry H. Laughlin to be the ERO superintend-
ent.43 In the 1920s, Laughlin (who would be awarded an honorary Ph.D.
in 1936 by Heidelberg University, a German institution sympathetic to
eugenics) politicized eugenics by providing the House Committee on
Immigration and Naturalization with “evidence” purporting to prove that
immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe were more likely to be
afflicted with insanity, mental deficiency, and criminality than immigrants
from other regions in Europe.44

The ERO—in conjunction with the American Breeders’ Association,
The American Eugenics Society, the Eugenics Research Association, The
Galton Society, the Institute of Family Relations, and the Race Betterment
Foundation—became a hub of eugenic “research” in the US from the
early 1900s until 1939.45 The ERO was closed in 1939, when the Carnegie
Institution concluded, after an extensive assessment of the office’s work,
that ERO studies were insufficiently rigorous.46 When the ERO closed,
the office’s data and materials were distributed among the American
Philosophical Society, Jackson Laboratories, and the Genealogical Society
of Utah.47
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The US eugenics movement had a far-reaching influence on immigra-
tion and public health policy. For example, members of the eugenics
movement drafted and advocated for the passage of sterilization laws in
many US states during the twentieth century.48 In 1927, the US Supreme
Court approved a Virginia statute “providing for the sexual sterilization
of inmates of institutions supported by the State who shall be found to be
afflicted with an [sic] hereditary form of insanity or imbecility.”49 This
decision has yet to be overruled, in spite of the fact that the complex gen-
etic and environmental underpinnings of disorders described imprecisely
by terms such as “insanity” or “imbecility” were then and still are largely
undetermined. Coerced sterilization of prison inmates continued well into
the twenty-first century.50 The reach of the American eugenics movement
extended beyond America’s national boundaries. Author Edwin Black has
alleged that the Nazis incorporated American eugenics principles into
German eugenics programs.51

In addition to Davenport’s skill at obtaining financing and his determined
follow-through in establishing and operating the Eugenics Record Office, the
influence of the eugenics movement was facilitated by the American news
media which published many serious stories about eugenics and the work of
eugenicists as well as poems, human interest stories and cartoons with a
“eugenical” twist.52

The Birth of Science Service and Its Newsletter

After retiring from a long career as a newspaper publisher, E.W. Scripps
began to work out the details of his new enterprise—an organization that
would disseminate science news in an entertaining yet accessible way. A
detailed “disquisition” archived at the Ohio University Libraries memori-
alized E.W. Scripps’ discussions with Ritter, a partner in the new enter-
prise, regarding the aims and organization of the undertaking.53

In this disquisition, Scripps wrote that:

The first aim [of the organization] should be just the reverse of what is
called propaganda. Its objects should never be to furnish argument or facts
for the purpose of producing partisans for any particular cause. Its sole
object should be to present facts in readable and interesting form—facts on
which the reader could and probably would base his opinion on a subject
of politics, sociology or concerning his duty with regard to himself and
with regard to his fellows.54

In the same disquisition, Scripps acknowledged that the daily press
engaged in “opinion-making activities” and that newspapers were the
source from which the vast majority of people continued educating them-
selves past their formal schooling.55 Scripps envisioned his new
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organization as a way to disseminate scientific information and as a
vehicle with which he could influence the public on matters of
importance.56

With an endowment from Scripps and additional support from the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), the
National Research Council (NRC), and the National Academies of
Science (NAS), Science Service moved into offices in Washington, D.C.
and began its work, which included publishing a science-oriented bulletin
and, several years later, a science newsletter.57 The board of trustees for
the organization was composed of “men of science,” journalists, and rep-
resentatives of the Scripps estate.58 A significant cadre of the editors,
managers, directors, and members of the board of trustees Scripps and
Ritter engaged to run Science Service (including Slosson and Watson
Davis, as well as many successor managers, employees, and trustees) had
deep connections to eugenics.59

The Science News-Letter, one of the best known of the new organiza-
tion’s publications, evolved from an earlier Science Service publication,
the Science News Bulletin which consisted of “mimeographed sheets of
news stories…mailed to newspaper clients who could choose to reprint
any or all of the material.”60 In 1922, the News-Letter began as a weekly
mimeographed “magazine” intended, not for client newspapers, but for
“personal, school or club use.”61 The ephemeral nature of the Science
News Bulletin—and early copies of the News-Letter—makes it difficult to
trace the percentage of Science Service articles printed in both the
Bulletin and the News-Letter, although the two publications are said to
have contained much of the same material, including articles that were
also published in mainstream newspapers.62

In an annual report published in the May 13, 1927 issue of Science,
Slosson and Davis noted that Science Service’s syndicated services, maga-
zine articles, books, radio talks and lectures had “an aggregate circulation
of some 14,500,000.”63 The men also noted that the daily Science News
Bulletin went to seventy-six newspapers and other publications with more
than three and a half million newspaper subscribers. In the same report,
Slosson and Davis claimed that the News-Letter alone had a circulation of
more than five thousand, five hundred.64 And in a report presented at
the 1928 annual meeting of Science Service, Slosson and Davis noted that
the organization’s syndicated services were used by two hundred publica-
tions and had also been extended to all of the twenty-six (then existing)
Scripps-Howard newspapers.65 In 1948, Watson Davis would report that
the News-Letter alone had a circulation of more than fifty thousand
subscribers.66

Science News, the modern incarnation of the News-Letter, observed in
1997 that by the 1940s, Science Service materials were published in more
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than 100 newspapers with a total circulation of more than thirty million
readers and that much of the material published in the News-letter con-
tained stories that had been provided to newspapers and magazines.67

The News-Letter ran regularly (usually weekly) between 1924 and 1967
when Science Service was reorganized after years of financial difficulties
and renamed the Society for Science and the Public.68 As part of this
reorganization, the News-Letter was renamed Science News.69 Today,
Science News is a highly respected magazine dedicated to informing the
public about science.70

E.W. Scripps’ “Eugenical” Legacy

From its earliest origins, Science Service was steeped in the lore and the lan-
guage of eugenics. In many of his unpublished private papers, especially those
written between 1908 and 1925, Scripps expressed his interest in and support
for eugenics—including advocacy of some of the most extreme measures sug-
gested by practitioners of negative eugenics.71 Scripps was known as an advo-
cate of the common man who “published papers for the working classs.”72

Scripps’ writings on eugenics, however, frequently expressed views that were
inconsistent with his reputation as a friend of the working class. The seeming
inconsistency arising when otherwise progressive reformers supported eugen-
ics, especially the principles of negative eugenics, has been addressed by
scholars including Thomas C. Leonard.73 Like many others of his day,
Scripps accepted eugenics as a way to solve social problems through biol-
ogy—in part by breeding a better “race.”

In an unpublished disquisition titled, “Eugenics: Thoughts Suggested
by Raymond Pearl’s Article in World’s Work, January 1908,” Scripps
explained the basis of his belief in eugenics.

It is the idea of Galton and his disciples—among others Pearl—that there
are good types and that there are bad types of men, and that the race as a
whole or nations should undertake the task of superintendence of public
breeding, that the so called bad classes, the criminal, the insane and the
pathological should be sterilized, or at least cross bred with higher types of
men to raise the level. It is also the idea of these men that the race or the
nation should make it its business to see that the so called [sic] good
classes propagate in greater numbers.74

Scripps also elaborated upon a plan for “scientific race breeding”
where a “eugenically inclined despot … would set about renewing the
human race… .”75 Men and women would be classified according to fit-
ness, men would be assigned one hundred females and the despot “would
protect all these females against their possible fertilization by unfit
males.”76 In the world imagined by Scripps, those who were not deemed
fit to breed would be sterilized.77 Scripps’ Raymond Pearl disquisition
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was not merely a reiteration of the content of Pearl’s article. Scripps out-
lined his plan—with specifics—for the breeding of better humans and
speculated that within two or three generations of constantly breeding ten
million women, the population of North America would have increased,
which would enable this new population of people to dominate the
nations of the world “in a position of absolute rulership.” Ironically,
Raymond Pearl later renounced and reformed some of his eugenic beliefs
(although some say his supposed repudiation of eugenics was
not complete.)78

Throughout the 1920s, 30s, and into the 40s, until the realities of the
Nazi extermination camps were fully revealed, eugenics possessed an aura
of respectability. E.W. Scripps’ science news organization likely contrib-
uted to this impression by actively engaging with and promoting eugenic
principles and causes. Watson Davis, editor of the News-Letter who later
became director of the Science Service, was actively involved in the
eugenics movement during his entire association with the Service—from
1921 until 1967 when he died.79 Davis authored many articles about
eugenics that were published in both the News-Letter and in mainstream
newspapers, including a series of articles about a Race Betterment confer-
ence held in Battle Creek, Michigan.80

Davis was a member of the American Eugenics Association’s (AES)
board of directors for several decades coinciding with his Science Service
tenure and corresponded extensively with AES in his official capacity as
director of Science Service. Correspondence, stored in Science Service
archives maintained by the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.,
establish that the relationship between Davis and AES was strong and
long-lasting.81 Science Service published pro-eugenics articles in its News-
Letter as early as 1924—the same year Harry H. Laughlin testified before
congress in favor of limiting immigration to the US on the basis of his
eugenical “statistics.”82 The News-Letter continued to publish articles
about eugenics long after Scripps’ death in 1926, printing articles by and
about eugenics supporters, their doctrines, their organizations, and their
activities.83 The News-Letter also advised its readers when new books
about eugenics were published.84

According to Edward Caudill, in “Science in the Publicity Laboratory:
The Case of Eugenics,” American eugenicists harnessed the press to gen-
erate publicity for their movement.85 Caudill maintains that the American
Eugenics Society “aggressively pursued media attention” and “whip[ped]
up publicity for their cause of improving the human race by selective
breeding.”86 Based upon Science Service files, it appears that this was the
case with AES and the Service. The AES pursued Science Service quite
aggressively, as evidenced by the frequent letters, notices, and announce-
ments sent by the AES to Science Service—many addressed directly to the
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wire service director, Watson Davis.87 Science Service responded enthusi-
astically to this contact. For example, in a May 19, 1931 letter Science
Service writer, Marjorie Van de Water, wrote the following to Mr. C.P.
Ives 2d [sic]—managing editor of Eugenics: A Journal of Race Betterment
and a member of AES: “We are greatly interested in the work of the
American Eugenics Society, and feel that any news from this organization,
particularly news of the regular meeting, should be reported for the news-
papers we serve.”88

AES actively recruited Davis to become an officer on its board and
requested that the science news service director provide pro-eugenics
material to be used in a pamphlet intended to lure new members to
the AES. Davis provided a quotation that read: “Well bred, well fed,
well housed, well clothed, well healthed, well informed—a civilization
giving these minimal privileges to its citizens will be well worth liv-
ing in.”89

Science News-Letter’s Coverage of Eugenics

Between the years 1924 and 1966, the term “eugenics” appeared in at least
185 Science News-Letter articles and briefs, although the rate of publica-
tion decreased precipitously between approximately 1935 and 1945—the
period during which the US eugenics movement began to recede in
prominence.90 The American Eugenics Society was mentioned at least
nine times in the News-Letter between 1928 and 1964, always favorably.
Many of the News-Letter articles in which the term “eugenics” appeared
covered substantive eugenics-related topics. Examination of a selection of
News-Letter articles illustrates the degree to which Science Service pro-
moted eugenics. With very few exceptions, Science Service articles in the
organization’s News-Letter were supportive of the eugenics movement.

The earliest Science News-Letter story referencing eugenics was pub-
lished under the following headline: “Immigration Selection Advocated by
Eugenists [sic].”91 The article reviewed a report authored by the
Committee on Selective Immigration of the Eugenics Committee of the
United States (Committee) and made public by Yale professor of political
economy, Irving Fisher. The Committee’s report cited “findings” by
Harry Laughlin of the Eugenics Record Office wherein Laughlin asserted
that 44% of the “socially inadequate” groups in 445 institutions were
either foreign born or had parents who were foreign born.

Laughlin also represented that northwestern Europe contributed pro-
portionally fewer individuals to the “inadequate” group than southeastern
Europe. Laughlin’s congressional testimony contributed to the passage of
the Immigration Act of 1924 which limited immigration according to a
national origins quota and completely excluded immigrants from Asia.92
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This News-Letter “article” consisted almost entirely of material taken dir-
ectly from Laughlin’s report, without supplemental interviews or add-
itional sources and without any opposing evidence.

Two years later, a News-Letter article reported that America’s story of
migration and settlement suggested that “good blood” successfully sought
out the most desirable environments while the descendants of “poorer
stock” settled in less desirable places.93 This article was derived primarily
from an address by Dr. Arthur R. Estabrook to the Eugenics Research
Association, and—as with the previous article—was written without
reporting from opposing sources, without interviews, and with
no context.

The intersection of eugenics and public health was a tricky one for the
News-Letter, as public health advocacy was an important progressive
value. In “‘Unfitness’ Not Encouraged,” Science Service defended against
complaints by public health critics that public health work increased
“survival of the unfit.” Although this article reported a more humane
approach to public health than eugenicists often advocated, the article
cited as its only source, a talk presented by Professor H.S. Jennings at the
meeting of the National Tuberculosis Association.94

Another article suggested that the settling of European “stock” among
“primitive” races could produce “[m]ental and temperamental incom-
patibilities… which combine something of a white man’s intelligence
and ambition with an insufficient intelligence to realize that ambition.”95

This article’s single source was Charles B. Davenport—perhaps the most
extreme eugenicist in the US, except perhaps for his associate, Harry
Laughlin. Meanwhile, a review of Walter B. Pitkin’s book, The Twilight of
the American Mind, published in the News-Letter under the headline “A
Goal for Eugenics,” consisted entirely of quotations from Pitkin’s book.96

The News-Letter’s eugenics-related articles frequently documented the
incorporation of eugenic thought and principles into major US organiza-
tions. For example, a 1932 News-Letter article titled “Encouraging Fit
Parents to Bear Children Advised,” quoted comments Dr. Percy W.
Toombs made at a meeting of the American Medical Association. At the
meeting, Toombs had complained that more thought was put into cattle
breeding and poultry raising that selective breeding of humans.97 An
August 1932 News-Letter article urged eugenicists to drop the cattle
breeding analogy, which the author noted might alienate some members
of the public.98

In November of 1933, the News-Letter published an article titled,
“Eugenicists Approve New German Law.” Here the News-Letter reported,
without criticism or context, that a new German law providing for the
sterilization of “degenerates” had been favorably reviewed in an editorial
published in Eugenical News, the journal of the American Eugenics
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Society. The editorial said, in part: “It is difficult to see how the new
German Sterilization Law could, as some have suggested, be deflected
from its purely eugenical purpose, and be made an instrument of tyranny
for the sterilization of non-Nordic races.”99

Between 1939 and 1943, the number of News-Letter articles men-
tioning eugenics dropped from forty-two (the number of eugenics
articles published between 1934 and 1938) to eighteen and between
1944 and 1948 the number of articles plummeted to two.100 Several
factors might have contributed to this decline. The first was the defini-
tive anti-eugenics stance taken by the Catholic church, reported at least
as early as 1930.

In a 1930 Catholic encyclical, titled Casti Conubii, Pope Pius XI
declared that eugenics proponents “put eugenics before aims of a higher
order,” that “the family is more sacred than the State,” and that “it is
wrong to brand men with the stigma of crime because they contract mar-
riage, on the ground that, despite the fact that they are in every respect
capable of matrimony, they will give birth only to defective children, even
though they use all care and diligence.”101

In May of 1935, Pope Pius XI delivered an anti-eugenics address to
physicians attending the International Hospital Congress. Pope Pius com-
mended the physicians’ group for dropping the topics of eugenics and
sterilization from the conference agenda. In no uncertain terms, the pope
condemned eugenics and sterilization policies as “a return to paganism”
that would spread “incalculable evils … to all mankind.”102 Pope Pius’
address anticipated the evils exposed at the liberation of Nazi extermin-
ation camps which revealed the extremes to which the German govern-
ment had taken its eugenics policies—factor number two in the decline in
popularity of eugenics.

A third factor, which occurred most closely in time to the dramatic
decrease in Science Service articles about eugenics, was the closure of the
Eugenics Record Office in 1939.103 By 1941, two years after the closure of
the Eugenics Record Office, Science Service published only two articles
referencing eugenics, a 75% reduction in eugenics articles from 1939.104

A Conduit for Eugenics Stories in the Mainstream Press

The News-Letter was not the only vehicle Science Service used to dissem-
inate its articles about eugenics. Science Service also sponsored a syndi-
cated wire service that—for a subscription fee—sent stories (including
stories about eugenics) to mainstream newspapers. Not surprisingly,
Scripps newspapers were among those that published Science
Service stories.105
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One of the first Science Service articles about eugenics published in a
mainstream newspaper displayed the following headline: “Big Families
For Well Born, Urged To Rescue Race—Inborn Qualities of Civilized
Communities Deteriorating, Says Darwin.”106 The “Darwin” referenced in
the headline was Major Leonard Darwin, “son of the famous Charles
Darwin, and president of the Eugenics Education society [sic].”107 The
article, which had a Science Service byline, recounted the recommenda-
tion of Leonard Darwin that “[t]o assure racial progress the well born of
this generation should forget personal discomfort and raise large families
that will arrest the racial deterioration that is taking place because of the
multiplication of the inferior and ill endowed.”108

Many Science Service eugenics articles published in the mainstream
press were articles touting the findings of the Eugenics Record Office and
other eugenics researchers, meetings of various eugenics societies, the pas-
sage of laws authorizing sterilization of vulnerable individuals, and briefs
about “fitter families” or “better babies” competitions held at state fairs
and other public gatherings.109 Science Service’ efforts to promote eugen-
ics included a series on sterilization that appeared in 1934 in both the
News-Letter and the El Paso Herald-Post (A Scripps newspaper).110 The
first article appeared under the headline “Sterilization Legal Now In
Many States,” along with an editor’s note (likely added by the Herald-
Post’s editor) acknowledging the use of sterilization by the Nazis. The edi-
tor noted: “Sterilization as used by the Nazis in Germany has raised a
storm of public interest. This is the first of a series of articles in which
sterilization is discussed unemotionally and scientifically.”111 The story
began by stating that, while compulsory sterilization of the “unfit” in
Hitler’s Germany had astounded many people, twenty-seven states in the
US and several other nations had passed sterilization laws. The article
noted that “[s]ponsors of the movement in this country are working to
increase the number until it includes the full roster of states.”112

The second article in the series, titled “Operation For Sterilization
Usually Simple” appeared under the following editor’s note: “Sterilization
in Germany has aroused widespread interest, it is being advocated anew
in this country. This is the second of a series of articles discussing this
situation.”113 The third article in the series, titled “Eugenics Sterilization
Seen as Aid to Nature, Would Eliminate Unfit Who Are Now Nursed to
Maturity Under Protection of Modern Civilization,” cited supporters of
eugenic sterilization including E.S. Gosney, president of the Human
Betterment Foundation, and Professor G. H. Parker, then head of
Harvard University’s zoology department.114

The last article in the series, titled “Some Oppose Sterilization As
Unscientific,” was significant in that it advanced arguments made by ster-
ilization opponents. Where most Science Service eugenics articles were
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not critical and usually advocated for eugenic policies, this article pro-
vided a critique asserting that: eugenics was too young a science to pro-
vide sufficient support for sterilization, heritability of genetic weaknesses
was too speculative, sterilization might “prevent the birth of a genius,”
compulsory sterilization could be abused by those in authority, and
“positive eugenics” was not necessarily the solution to better breeding
because of uncertainty as to which traits to select.115

In 1934, Science Service published a book titled The Advance of
Science. One of many Science Service books edited by Davis, The
Advance of Science contained a chapter titled “Race Betterment” which
was an edited version of the four sterilization articles that had
appeared in the El Paso Herald-Post.116 In his preface to the book,
Davis acknowledged Science Service writer, Jane Stafford, as the author
of the chapter.117

In late 1934, a Science Service article titled, “Sterilization Failure, Is
View of Physician” was printed in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. The article,
which was published several months later in the News-Letter, recounted
the opinion of Dr. Lionel S. Penrose, a research medical officer of the
Royal Eastern Counties Institution at Colchester, England, that compul-
sory sterilization was a failure on economic, eugenic or humanitarian
grounds and that only a small percentage of the next generation would
benefit from sterilization.118

The Dodo as a Symbol of Eugenic Beliefs

Most articles about eugenics that were published in the News-Letter main-
tained a serious tone, but scattered among the more solemn articles, the
News-Letter twice published poetry with a eugenic theme—poetry in
which the extinct dodo made a cameo appearance. The first eugenics
poem, “The Dodo’s Dolorous Gloom,” written by Richard Ashman, was
praised and awarded a prize in the March 12, 1927 issue of the Science
News-Letter.119 A second eugenics poem, titled “Dodo and Ginkgo Tree,”
was published in the News-Letter on December 2, 1927 under the subject
heading “Eugenics.”120

While these poems might seem antiquated in tone and diction, they
articulated many of the beliefs that undergirded eugenic thought. The
Ashman poem expressed metaphorically the concern of many early twen-
tieth century eugenicists that the ill-prepared of the human species would
be unable to adapt to the environment because of the inadequacy of their
physical and behavioral traits—traits the poem compared to the vulner-
able dodo’s flightlessness. The dodo, through no fault of its own, had
failed to survive the challenges of Darwinian selection.121 The poem
closed with an apocryphal warning—the dodo (and by metaphorical
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extension, the human race) did not/would not survive because of the spe-
cies’ inadequate devotion to the survival of its line.122

The poem “Dodo and Gingko Tree” is reminiscent of an earlier News-
Letter article claiming that the medical profession—had been “coddling”
the public. The message of the piece was that “socialized activities” (such
as the provision of maternity care) constituted a Malthusian threat to the
future of all humans.123 The article, titled “Medical Association President
Criticizes Modern Coddling of Weak,” described the speech of incoming
American Medical Association president, Dr. William A. Pusey (Chicago)
who attacked the Sheppard-Towner Maternity act on the grounds that it
was similar to the “medical socialism” of Europe and that, compared to
providing medical care to needy individuals, limiting population size was
the greater social good.124

“Dodo and Gingko Tree” also used the nativist narrative of “race
suicide”—a belief prevalent among many eugenicists that mixing strong,
“honorable” people (the “dexter” kin of the poem) with the weak and
“less honorable” (the “sinister” kin of the poem) would bring about the
decline of the stronger kin.125 This sentiment calls to mind Madison
Grant’s book, The Passing of the Great Race: Or the Racial Basis of
European History a treatise in which Grant lamented the decline of, what
he considered, the superior “Nordic Race” and promoted eugenics as
desirable social policy.126

The Science News-Letter and Eugenics after World War II

Science Service coverage of eugenics declined precipitously during the
war years and never quite recovered. That is not to say, however, that
Science Service never published another article !that took a eugenic slant.
After World War II, many eugenicists re-invented themselves or re-
framed their work. For example, as public opposition to sterilization
increased, eugenicist Paul Popenoe resigned from the Human Betterment
Foundation, and joined the American Institute of Family Relations where
he focused his work on encouraging positive eugenics in the context of
providing marriage and family counseling.127

The News-Letter’s penultimate reference to the term eugenics, pub-
lished before the News-Letter was replaced by its successor publication,
Science News, was a reference to and apparent endorsement of the pub-
lished proceedings of a 1964 symposium held by the Eugenics Society.128

The last reference to the term “eugenics” found in the News-Letter before
it was succeeded by Science News, is contained in an article titled “How
to Transmit Culture.”129 The unidentified author of the article quoted
Nobelist, George W. Beadle, as saying that cultural inheritance is
“transmitted from generation to generation in a cumulative way through
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various channels of communication.”130 Beadle also noted, “…we must
admit that the question remains open as to whether there are significant
differences in inborn abilities of races or other large population groups to
acquire the components of a given pattern of culture.”131

Discussion

During the heyday of America’s twentieth century eugenics movement,
Science Service—via its syndicated news service, its News-Letter, and other
materials the organization published—promoted eugenics by explaining
the eugenics movement’s “principles,” quoting eugenic “experts,” and cit-
ing eugenic “studies,” all with little or no commentary, critique, or con-
text. The organization’s interest in eugenics appears to have originated
with its founder, E.W. Scripps, as well as Science Service co-founders and
associates, especially Edwin Slosson and Watson Davis.

The evidence that Scripps was a eugenics supporter is extensive. In
multiple private writings Scripps expressed a favorable opinion of eugen-
ics. He was actively involved in engaging Ritter, Slosson, and Davis (all
“eugenics partisans” to one degree or another) as leaders of Science
Service. After Scripps’ death, the pro-eugenics culture he, Ritter, Slosson,
and Davis had established continued as a significant number of individu-
als (including scientists) who were eugenics supporters served on the
Science Service board of trustees over the years.

Science Service’ relatively transparent pro-eugenics stance, an easy
viewpoint to maintain at a time when eugenics was popular and accept-
able, might lead one to argue that the organization’s coverage of eugenics
did not constitute propaganda. On the other hand, Science Service’ fre-
quent failure to report alternative viewpoints, its gushing coverage of ster-
ilization statutes, and approving report about Germany’s new eugenics
law, all suggest that the science news agency had wandered into the realm
of propaganda. At least one Science Service eugenics article (about dis-
carding the cattle-breeding analogy) reads like a public relations lesson
for eugenicists.

There is, therefore, sufficient evidence from which to conclude that
Science Service coverage of eugenics was propaganda. Whether Science
Service’ eugenics reporting was or was not, in fact, propaganda, it most
certainly constituted advocacy and was, frequently, just not very enter-
prising journalism. In spite of idealistic assertations about fostering dem-
ocracy, avoiding propaganda, and teaching the public how to distinguish
real science from fake, Science Service failed to reach its aspirational
goals—at least with regard to eugenics.

The degree of influence Science Service likely had on the public is
reflected by circulation numbers for its publications, the reach of its
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articles—in Science Service publications and in the popular press—and by
the posthumous recognition Davis received from President Lyndon B.
Johnson and Glenn T. Seaborg, then chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission. According to Davis’ New York Times obituary, Johnson
noted that Davis had awakened the minds of millions of young
Americans to the possibilities of science. Seaborg said of the noted science
journalist and editor, “Watson Davis has done more for the populariza-
tion of science and the understanding of science by the general public
than any other individual.”132 Interestingly, there was not one mention
made in the Times obituary of Davis’ involvement with eugenics, while
his obituary in the News-Letter mentioned Davis’ membership in
the AES.133

Eugenics was eventually exposed as having dubious scientific value,
but not before countless vulnerable individuals were deemed unfit to
reproduce and sterilized or worse.

Science Service’s engagement with eugenics was not the only time the
organization deviated from its professed principles. In its coverage of the
Scopes trial, military neuropsychiatry, and a variety of other topics,
Science Service frequently veered into the realm of advocacy, if
not propaganda.

Scholar Garland Allen has noted that, to the extent any criticism of
eugenics was published, it was largely relegated to academic journals that
many members of the public would not have seen.134 With so many sci-
entists working for and with Science Service, however, Allen’s explanation
cannot exonerate Science Service from its complicity in promoting eugen-
ics. And in the 1934 article, “Some Oppose Sterilization As Unscientific,”
a Science Service writer noted several of the most serious criticisms of
eugenics—including the allegations that eugenics was too “young” a sci-
ence to be the basis for sterilization and that heritability of genetic weak-
nesses was too speculative. In spite of the revelations in this article,
Science Service continued to write favorably about eugenics for
some time.

The promoters of eugenics, including those involved with Science
Service, took an immature “science” and used it to support draconian
public policies. The alternative would have been to wait for scientists to
apply the scientific method (the gold standard for Western science) by
hypothesizing, experimenting, re-examining hypotheses, and experiment-
ing further until a higher degree of scientific certainty was achieved.
Unfortunately, the promoters seized upon “data” that justified their social
policies before the underlying science was fully baked.

If there are object lessons to be learned from Science Service’ promo-
tion of eugenics, they include the following: First, that in our hyper-parti-
san society where eugenics has re-emerged as an issue (as with the
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Stephen’s commentary) and where science is distorted for political pur-
poses, we must be vigilant and guard against scientific pretenders who
threaten to spin faulty science into bad public policy, Second, that it is
not easy—for scientists, let alone journalists—to distinguish real science
from fake. Third, that in spite of decades of popularizers trying to explain
science, the public still does not understand how the scientific method
works. And finally, that neither science nor science journalism can save
society from its follies if the citizenry ignores science.

Limitations of this case study include the fact that the influence of
eugenics was so pervasive and its tendrils extended so far and so wide,
that it was impossible to incorporate into this manuscript all relevant
aspects of the eugenics movement’s divisive history. The good news, how-
ever, is that this topic presents fertile ground for further exploration of
the role the media played in propelling the American eugenics movement
forward.
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